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The reprocessing of actinides with long half-life has been non-existent except for plutonium (Pu). This work looks
at reducing the actinides inventory nuclear fuel waste meant for permanent disposal. The uranium oxide fuel (UOX)
assembly, as in the open cycle system, was designed to reach a burnup of 46GWd/T and 68GWd/T using the MURE
code. The MURE code is based on the coupling of a static Monte Carlo code and the calculation of the evolution of
the fuel during irradiation and cooling periods. The MURE code has been used to address two diﬀerent questions
concerning the mono-recycling of americium (Am) in present French pressurised water reactors (PWR). These are
reduction of americium in the clear fuel cycle and the safe quantity of americium that can be introduced into mixed
oxide (MOX) as fuel. The spent UOX was reprocessed to fabricate MOX assemblies, by the extraction of plutonium
and addition of depleted uranium to reach burnups of 46GWd/T and 68GWd/T, taking into account various cooling
times of the spent UOX assembly in the repository. The eﬀect of cooling time on burnup and radiotoxicity was then
ascertained. After 30 years of cooling in the repository, the spent UOX fuel required a higher concentration of Pu to
be reprocessed into MOX fuel due to the decay of Pu-241. Americium, with a mean half-life of 432 years, has a high
radiotoxicity level, high mid-term residual heat and is a precursor for other long-lived isotopes. An innovative strategy would be to reprocess not only the plutonium from the UOX spent fuel but also the americium isotopes, which
presently dominate the radiotoxicity of waste. The mono-recycling of Am is not a deﬁnitive solution because the
once-through MOX cycle transmutation of Am in a PWR is not enough to destroy all americium. The main objective
is to propose a ‘waiting strategy’ for both Am and Pu in the spent fuel so that they can be made available for further
transmutation strategies. The MOX and americium isotopes (MOXAm) fuel was fabricated to see the eﬀect of americium in MOX fuel on the burnup, neutronic behaviour and radiotoxicity. The MOXAm fuel showed relatively good
indicators on both burnup and radiotoxicity. A 68GWd/T MOX assembly produced from a reprocessed fuel spent
46GWd/T UOX assembly showed a decrease in radiotoxicity as compared with the open cycle. All fuel types understudied in the PWR cycle showed a good safety inherent feature with the exception of some MOXAm assemblies
that have a positive void coeﬃcient in speciﬁc conﬁgurations, which would not be consistent with safety features.
Keywords: Radiotoxicity, Burnup, AmericiumOxide, Cooling Time.

Introduction
The cooling time before the heat generation of spent
fuel has declined to a level suitable for disposal in a
geological repository is between 30 and 50 years. In
current reprocessing facilities, used fuel is separated
into its three components: uranium, plutonium, both of
which can be recycled into fresh fuel, and waste containing ﬁssion products and minor actinides (Am, Np,
Cm). The plutonium can either be stored or made directly into mixed oxide (MOX) fuel, in which uranium and
plutonium oxides are combined. Americium combined
in the glasses is produced essentially during the cooling period after irradiation by the decay of Pu-241. Am241 is responsible for the high mid-term residual heat.
This is the main dimensioning parameter for geological
waste repository. Hence, it will be very interesting to
reprocess Am together with Pu to minimize the midterm residual heat and also radiotoxicity of the waste.
The vitriﬁed waste is a high quality standardised product

well suited for geological disposal. Plutonium in MOX is
unstable in storage because of the build-up of americium-241, hence the mono-recycling of americium in the
UOX once-through cycle of the pressurised water reactor (PWR) (standard French power reactor) [1–3].

Analytical tool and methods
Several numerical and computational methods or approaches based on nuclear reactor physics, nuclear engineering and mathematical theories exist for performing reactor analysis. Computational transport methods
are basically of two diﬀerent approaches: stochastic and
deterministic.
The MURE (MCNP utility for reactor evolution) code
The MURE code performs nuclear reactor time evolution using the particle transport code MCNP. It is written
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III. ANALYTICAL TOOL AND METHODS
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nuclear reactor
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in an numerical
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a userbased
canondeﬁne
semblies
nuclear engineering and mathematical theories exist for performing reactor analysis.
their own way to interact with the evolution. It can also Cooling periods of 5 years and 30 years of spent UOX
Computational transport methods are basically of two diﬀerent approaches: stochastic and
deterministic.
couple neutronics (with or without fuel burnup) and fuel assemblies were considered for the reprocessing
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A. The MURE (MCNP
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corresponding Bateman equations [6]

The burnup of the reactor fuel can be increased by re(1)
fuelling
used assemblies (online or at shutdown), core
��
fuel
assembly
shuﬄing and control adjustment. Use of
The Bateman equations are solved in the interval ∆t with a 4th-order Runge-Kutta method using
the ux and reaction rates calculated by MCNP to create new MCNP le at �� + �irradiated
� �� + ��. assembly brings about lowering the criticality.
The time
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fuel composition
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process,
which
has
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in
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material
[6].
with a 4th-order Runge-Kutta method using the ﬂux
blies, new assemblies must be introduced into the core
and reaction rates calculated by MCNP to create new to keep the core critical.
MCNP ﬁle at ti + 1 = ti + ∆t. Each time MCNP is called, the
reactor fuel composition will have changed due to the The quadratic approach
ﬁssion/capture/decay process, which has occurred in The linear assumption did not strictly ﬁt burnups with
the material [6]. The MURE code was used to simulate low Pu quality and high Pu concentration of the MOXvarious configurations of the UOX, MOX and MOXAm as- (Am) fuel, hence the quadratic approach.
���

� ������ ��� + ∑��� ���� ��� � �� �� + �� ���� �� .

(1)

Fig. 1
Principle of fuel
evolution in MURE
[6]

Fig. 1. Principle of fuel evolution in MURE [6].

Fig. 2
Linear curve
ﬁtting of MOXAm
assembly burnup

The MURE code was used to simulate various configurations of the UOX, MOX and MOXAm
assemblies to achieve burnups of 46GWd/t and 68GWd/t. Cooling periods of 5 years and 30
years of spent UOX fuel assemblies were considered for the reprocessing of the americium of
the spent UOX fuel. These years were chosen to simulate early reprocessing and late
reprocessing of the spent UOX fuel. The radiotoxicity of various fuel configurations was
investigated using the MURE code and analysed.
B. Burnup
The burnup of the reactor fuel can be increased by refuelling used assemblies (online
or at shutdown), core fuel assembly shuﬄing and control adjustment. Use of irradiated
assembly brings about lowering the criticality. In order to compensate the sub-criticality of old
assemblies, new assemblies must be introduced into the core to keep the core critical.
C. The quadratic approach
The linear assumption did not strictly t burnups with low Pu quality and high Pu
concentration of the MOX(Am) fuel, hence the quadratic approach.
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where f is the dose factor. The dose factors of nuclides are expressed in Table 1 [7, 8].

(7)

where
(7) f is the dose factor. The dose factors of nuclides
are expressed in Table 1 [7, 8].

n a decay chain, the radiotoxicity of the mother nuclide is calculated as the sum of all the
adiotoxicities of its daughters and expressed as
TABLE 1. Compilation of ingestion dose coeﬃcients from ICRP Publication 72, 1996.
�(�) = ∑� �� �� �� (�) = ∑� �� (�)

where f is the dose factor. The dose factors of nuclides are expressed in Table 1 [7, 8].

(8)
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Table 1
Compilation of ingestion dose coeﬃcients from ICRP Publication 72, 1996.
Transuranic Element

Long-lived Fission Products

Nuclide

Ingestion
(nSv/Bq)

Nuclide

Ingestion
(nSv/Bq)

1

2

3

4

Np

110

79

238

Pu

230

90

Sr

28

239

Pu

250

93

Zr

1.1

240

Pu

250

99

Tc

0.64

241

Pu

4.8

107

Pd

0.037

242

Pu

240

126

Sn

4.7

Am

200

I

110

Am

190

135

Cs

2.0

Am

200

137

Cs

13

237

241

242m
243

242

Cm

12

243

Cm

150

244

Cm

120

245

Cm

210

Se

129

2.9

Table 1 shows that plutonium and americium have high
dose factors. 241-Pu with a low dose factor will be converted to 241-Am through beta decay after 15 years.
This further increases radiotoxicity of spent assemblies being considered for permanent storage. In view
of this, this work seeks to reprocess both Pu and Am
in the spent UOX assembly into MOX and MOXAm fuel,
Fig. 4
Linear curve
ﬁtting of MOXAm
assembly burnup
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respectively, in order to reduce the radiotoxicity of the
spent UOX glasses being stored permanently. This will
make these actinides available for incineration when
fast reactors come online commercially.
Design consideration
The N4 type French pressurised water reactor (PWR)
design of fuel pins and assemblies was used for this
work. This French PWR can be fuelled with a mix core
of UOX and MOX assemblies. The larger proportion of
plutonium in the core shifts the neutron spectrum towards higher energy levels; this reduces the eﬃciency
of control systems, and the boron concentration is set
to 600 ppm as in a PWR moderator. The simulated fuel
assembly is 4.75% the height of the normal fuel assembly with reﬂected surface at it boundaries to mimic the
full length of the fuel assembly.

Results and discussion
In Fig. 4, the radiotoxicity of the spent UOX fuel and the
major contributing nuclides are shown along with the
effects on radiotoxicity of various UOX glasses after Pu
and Am extraction from spent UOX assembly for diﬀering durations of pre-cooling.
From Fig. 4 it can be deduced that radiotoxicity levels
of spent UOX assemblies will be greatly reduced if Pu
and Am are extracted after 5 years or 30 years and tem-
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porarily stored for 100 years before permanent storage
is considered. All extractions of the nuclides Pu and/or
Am for various years show reduction in radiotoxicity as
compared with the current French system. Extraction of
Pu after 30 years showed an increase in radiotoxicity at
500 years due the beta decay of Pu-241 into Am-241
before the extraction of Pu.
Burnup of MOX and MOXAm fuel
16 fuel cycles (MOX and MOXAm) were simulated; however, promising MOX(Am) nuclear fuel cycles were featured in this article.
It was observed that bad Pu quality from an UOX cycle
as a result of high Am concentration increases Pu concentration. Longer cooling times also increase Pu concentration in both MOX and MOXAm. Short UOX burnup
produces high Pu quality, hence less Pu concentration
in MOX to reach a required BU. The total americium
production in the current French MOX ((Fr)MOX) cycle
is increased by a factor of 1.69 when compared with the
UOX once-through cycle at 46GWd/T.
Radiotoxicity of MOX and MOXAm
If MOX(Am) fuel is introduced in thermal reactors and
we assume the whole world stop using nuclear power, the radiotoxicity of the MOX(Am) spent fuel must be
considered. In both cases, radiotoxicity is dominated by
minor actinides in the ﬁrst 100 years, unlike that for the
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spent UOX fuel, which was dominated by ﬁssion products as shown in Fig 4.
Fig. 5. Change in americium concentration during burnup to reach 46GWd/t.
The MOXAm fuel assemblies in Fig. 5. above show a
reduction in americium when incorporated in a fuel assembly to be utilised in a reactor. Approximately 8 spent
5-year pre-cooled UOX fuel assemblies are required to
fabricate similar 46GWd/t MOXAm fuel.
By visual inspection of Fig. 5, the americium content in
the MOXAm fuel is reduced, which has a direct reduction on radiotoxicity when this MOXAm fuel is stored in
a geological repository as compared with its equivalent
spent assemblies of the UOX fuel.
This is due to the hard spectrum of the MOXAm fuel
spectrum as shown in Fig. 7. The presence of the relative high population of fast neutrons tends to fission
americium.
Similar to Fig. 4, the size of the geological storage would
be reduced if the reprocessed UOX glasses were temporarily stored for at least 100 years. The decay heat of
the current French UOX glasses can be further reduced
if extraction of the actinides considered is done at the
right time.

Fig. 5
Change in
americium
concentration during
burnup to reach
46GWd/t
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Fig. 6
Geological storage
of glasses from
UOX reprocessing

Basic safety analysis-decay heat
The decay heats of the simulated assemblies were considered using 3,457 isotopes. Fission products dominate
the decay heat of all fuels analysed, and for the UOX fuel
it lasted for the ﬁrst 100 years, as shown in Fig. 7.
Coolant void reactivity
A negative void coeﬃcient is desirable because an accidental increase in void fraction will reduce reactivity and
automatically shut down the chain reaction. It can be observed in Fig. 7 that the spectrum of the MOX and MOXFig. 7
Neutron spectrum
of 46GWd/T UOX,
MOX and MOXAm
assemblies at
beginning of cycle
(BOC)

Am fuel is harder as compared with the UOX fuel. This
has eﬀects on both void and temperature coeﬃcients.
Generally, both moderator and temperature coeﬃcients
are below the initial criticality as shown in Fig. 8.
Except for MOXAm fuel fabricated from 30-year precooled UOX fuel which showed a positive void coeﬃcient
in some conﬁgurations, the rest of the MOXAm fuel
understudy were with the safety margin. Please note
that neutron leakage was not considered in this safety
analysis.
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Fig. 8
Moderator Void

Change in Criticality (k0 - k ∞)/k0

0.00 %

20.0 %

40.0 %
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80.0 %

100.0 %

8.00 %

0.00 %

Coolant void
of reactivity
for MOXAm
assemblies at
beginning of cycle
(BOC), all fuels
from reprocessed
spent 46GWd/t
UOX

-8.00 %

-16.00 %

MOXAm for 46 GWd/T (5yrs cooled)
MOXAm for 46 GWd/T (30yrs cooled)
MOXAm for 68 GWd/T (5yrs cooled)
MOXAm for 68 GWd/T (30yrs cooled)

Conclusions
The mono-recycling of americium is intended to reduce
radiotoxicity in the UOX glasses, which is bound for geological storage. The results show that, due to the high
concentration of Pu in the MOXAm fuel (mixture of PuO2,
UO2 and AmO2), the radiotoxicity of the MOXAm fuel fabricated from the UOX cycle of longer cooling time and
longer burnup maintain their radiotoxicity as compared
with the open UOX cycle from which they were fabricated (Fig. 5). However, this makes americium available in
the MOXam fuel cycle for incineration (transmutation)
when fast reactors become commercialised.
The decay heat of UOX glasses was also reduced due
the extraction of Pu and Am from the UOX spent fuel.
This will go a long way to reduce the size of the geo-

logical storage needed to permanently store these UOX
glasses, as shown in Fig. 6.
All MOXAm fuel types understudied in the PWR cycle
showed good safety with the exception of MOXAm assemblies which contained high amount of americium
(Fig 8). Such assemblies showed a positive moderator
void of reactivity, which could not be consistent with basic safety features due to high Pu content in their fuel
conﬁgurations.
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Americio perdirbimas prancūziškame suslėgtojo
vandens reaktoriuje ir kuro rodiklių (išdegimo,
radioaktyvumo, likutinės šilumos bei saugos)
neutroniniai tyrimai
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Aktinidų, turinčių ilgą pusėjimo trukmę, perdirbimas iki šių dienų nebuvo galimas, išskyrus plutonį (Pu).
Šis tyrimas skirtas aktinidų branduolinio kuro atliekų mažinimui. Urano oksido kuro (UOX) rinkiniai (angl.
assembly), kaip atviro ciklo sistema, buvo sukurti pasiekti 46GWd/T ir 68GWd/T išdegimą naudojant MURE
kodą. MURE kodas sudarytas iš statinio Monte Karlo kodo ir skaičiavimų, atliktų kuro evoliucijos spinduliavimo ir aušinimo laikotarpiais. MURE kodas buvo naudojamas pagrindinių problemų, susijusių su americio (Am) mono-perdirbimu prancūziškame suslėgtojo vandens reaktoriuoje (angl. French pressurised
water reactors - PWR). Tikslas buvo sumažinti americio kiekį kuro cikle ir nustatyti saugų americio kiekį,
kuris galėtų būti įvestas į maišytų oksidų (MOX) kurą. Panaudotas UOX kuras buvo perdirbtas ir pritaikytas
MOX gamybai, išgaunant plutonį bei pridedant nuskaidrintojo urano, tam, kad būtų pasiektas reikiamas
46GWd/T ir 68GWd/T išdegimas, atsižvelgiant į panaudoto UOX aušinimo dažnumą surinkimo saugykloje. Taip at šiame darbe buvo tiriamas aušinimo laiko poveikis išdegimui ir radioaktyvumui. 30 metų
aušinimo saugykloje išbuvusiam UOX kurui, dėl Pu-241 irimo reikia didesnės Pu koncentracijos, tam, kad
būtų galima perdirbti į MOX kurą. Americis, kurio vidutinė pusėjimo trukmė yra 432 metų, turi aukštą radioaktyvumo lygį, aukštą likutinę šilumą ir yra gali būti laikomas kitų ilgaamžių izotopų prototipu. Nauja
strategija, kurios siekiama, turėtų būti ne tik perdirbti Pu iš panaudoto UOX kuro, bet ir americio izotopus,
kurie sąlygoja atliekų radioaktyvumą. Americio mono-perdirbimas nėra galutinis sprendimas, nes viena
kartą per MOX ciklą perleidus Am naudojant suslėgto vandens reaktorius (PWR) nepakanka sunaikinti visą
americį. Pagrindinis tikslas yra pasiūlyti “laukimo strategiją” abiems Am ir Pu panaudotame kure, taip, kad
jie taptų prieinami tolesnėms virsmų strategijoms.
MOX ir americio izotopų (MOXam) kuras buvo pagamintas, kad nustatyti americio poveikį MOX kuro išdegimui, neutronų veikimui bei radioaktyvumui. MOXam kuras parodė sąlyginai gerus rodiklių, tokių kaip išdegimas ir radioaktyvumas rezultatus. A 68GWd/T MOX kuro rinkiniai iš perdirbto panaudoto 45Wd/T UOX
kuro, parodė sumažėjusį radioaktyvumą lyginant su atviru ciklu. Visi tirti kuro tipai po PWR ciklo parodė
geras saugumo savybes, išskyrus kai kuriuos MOXAm mėginius, kur esant specifinėms sąlygoms buvo
nustatymas teigiamas koeficientas (angl. void coefcient), kas neatitinka saugumo reikalavimų.
Raktiniai žodžiai: radioaktyvumas, išdegimas, americio oksidas, aušinimo laikas.

